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Clean, clear smudgeless lines
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Are Open to All
Tech Men
Now

Open Daily and Sunday

TECHNOL OGY TENNIS TEAM
DO NING ACROSS POTT.
New England Intercollegiate to Start Monday

The technology team from several other easy city college men have been gathering at the Longfellow Hotel recently. Monday night, Dr. (Mr.), (Mrs.) and (Mr.) have been busy in the hotel offices. This morning they set sail for the university. They have shown up best for the visitors, with the single exception of (Mr.) who (Mr.) for the Harvard team is a good shot and (Mr.) has had a hard time defeating (Mr.) and (Mr.). In the other matches Technology did not fair too easy in finding time to play as the others had several engagements.

SINGLES

C. W. Cox. (Mr.) defeated McNeer

6-4, 6-0, 6-3

Brookman defeated Knoll, 6-4, 6-3

Konnell lost to McNeer, 6-3, 6-0, 4-6

DOUBLES

Wells and (Mr.) defeated McNeer and Fitzgerald
3-6, 6-3, 6-3

Brookman and (Mr.) defeated McNeer and Knoll
6-4, 6-3

The inter-collegiate tennis committee will meet Sunday evening at the Cop. Square Hotel to make the draw for the Inter-collegiate which will start present meeting Monday. Each college of the present and future will be represented by ten men in the single and ten in the doubles with the top men from every college. It is decided to let the conference have the favorites in the upper brackets and leave a good advantage for the conference four.


The term is not a term of a match with the U. S. Naval Aviation Detachment team. If this match takes place, it will certainly be an interesting遇到了 all the aviators have Streffen, who was the National Champion last year, and St. John, who is also a fine payer.

SIMON LAKE TO LECTURE ON MODERN SUBMARINES

Electrical Engineering Society To Hold Last Meeting Monday

President Simon Lake of the submarine and torpedoboat section will give an illustrated lecture at the last meeting of the Electrical Engineering society on modern submarines, its development and its probable re-

duction of the present world war. The lecture will be given in the lecture room of the A. E. E. L. M. for the in-

vestment of the submarine and is at present engaged in the design and torpedo boat work. Mr. Simon Lake has given many years of time, several years of motion pictures of the ship's progress, as the cost, and torpedo firing of some modern sub-

marines, in addition to some data in the present war. The meeting will be held in the lecture room on Monday.

The result of the echter of the submarine and torpedoboat section meeting and refreshments will be served in the Col

ately the lecture of the society express the hope that all the members and for this last meeting in order to complete the successful season which it has had.

WORK IN SHIPYARDS

(Continued from page 15)

Most Work At Least Six Weeks

No man will be allowed to sign up for work in the yards for less than six weeks, it is having been conditioned by different companies that a work-

ership in the yards is not for the sake of the company coming and going all the time and working for himself. It is far better for the applicant to start work at six weeks than two or three weeks for the purpose of going to see lodging outside of the yard. The New York Uni-

cerisy will bankroll the men together and the companies are told to advertise for the same lodging outside of the yard.

It is proposed to have a center of the yards and the Free River plant for the Rhode Island student. The yards and the hands of the students will vary in the season and the students are now doing about 100 percent of the work at a maximum. This leaves a good number of the workers for the industrial ships and the yards are not being used or used using as much money as is necessary for the work. The men employed in the yards are not paid in accordance with the work being done but are paid in accordance with the time spent there.

For Institutions, colleges, laboratories, dining-halls, auditoriums, class rooms and everywhere where good light and plenty of it is required, Harrison's Do-Lite is making its way.

It will cut down maintenance cost, fuel bills and cleaning-time, and increase the speed and efficiency of the students.

Can be applied to brick, concrete, steel, plaster, composition wall-board or wood, with equal effectiveness.

If desired, Harrison's Do-Lite may be tinted to just the shade which gives the maximum light reflection and at the same time rests the eyes, thus still further increasing efficiency.

Harrison Works

Owned and Operated by

I. D. Do Pe Nemo & Company

Stitch & Gray's Ferry Road

Philadelphia, Penna.